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Some (useful?) questions

• How do we define the role of music critic?
• Criticism, critique, or criticality?
• Cultural arbiter or advocate?

• In what milieus does the critic exist?
• Musicology
• Theory
• Journalism
• Publicity

• Composer as critic/critic as composer?

• Critic as interlocutor or gatekeeper?

• Infrastructure, impartiality, influence?



Criticism in 
Context
• 18th-19th Centuries

• Role of the critic emerges in tandem 
with enlightenment thinking, modernity, 
industrial revolution

• Avison, Hoffmann, etc

• Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schönen (1854)
• Defense of traditional ‘beauty’ in tonal 

music
• Aesthetics of sound – criticism as 

translation
• Establishes precedent for separating 

subject, object, the listener, etc



Cone, “The Authority of Music Criticism”

• 1981, Journal of the American Musicological Society

• Critic distinct from reviewer/teacher
• Musicological/technical/experiential elements of criticism 

• “scorist” orientation of the critic
• “A valid critique is one that draws correct inferences from verifiable 

facts” (p 6)
• Critic as performer – a recreation of a musical performance in words

• Responding to contemporary prevalence of literary criticism?
• “textualists” and “deconstructionists”
• “Freudian Dutchmen” and “Marxist Nibelungs” (!) 



Cone, “The Authority 
of Music Criticism”

• The critic is a key actor in the drama 
unfolding between composition and 
performance

• Performance is the medium in which a 
composition exists

• The critic affords an enhanced 
experience for the “music lover” 

• Limits of the critic? Ie, Cage example?



Udo Kasemets (1919–2014)

• Toronto Daily Star
• 1959-1963
• 150+ columns and reviews
• “Udo Kasemets on Music”

• Canadian Music Journal
• 1959-1961 
• Early review of Cage’s Silence

• Musical Quarterly
• Review of Once Festival, 1964

• Source: Music of the Avant-Garde
• “Eighteen Edicts on Education with Eighteen Elaborations,” 1968

• Musicworks
• Interviews, text pieces, critical opinion essays
• 1980s-early 2000s
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Kasemets’ writings on music

• Writing about music as its own kind para-compositional practice

• Early 60s
• Venue for placing the local in relationship with broader and artistic trends
• Stimulating formal discourse about music and provocating for change
• Activating a “Listening Culture” in Toronto (Strachan 2015)

• 80s-2000s
• Blurs distinctions between criticism, theory, philosophy, poetry, 

musicology
• Resonances between hyper regional (Toronto, Canada) and ‘universal’  
• Interlocutionary role for his own compositional orientation 



Will Robin, “A Scene Without a Name”
 (PhD Diss, excerpts)

• Blogosophere as a new commons for music 
criticism 2004-ca. 2014

• Legacy media vs new media?

• Mediation by self? 
• Or, composer as critic…as promoter? (Virgil Thomson)
• “music beyond ideology” (Johnson, p 68)

• Decline of blogosophere, decline of contemp. 
music criticism?
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